Screech noise exists in imperfectly expanded jets. When the exit pressure of imperfectly expanded jet does not match its backpressure, expansion or compression waves appear out of the nozzle and generate shock cell patterns. Screech is generated by the interaction of shock cells and instability waves. Although many studies have been conducted to model screech noise, it still is not yet a well-understood phenomenon.
INTRODUCTION
bility modes excited by screech tones in rectangular jets. They used rectangular nozzles with Mach number of 1.44 and Reynolds number of 96.6e3 based on smaller dimension of rectangular nozzle. They generated plots for sound pressure level and phase of screech tones. Tam, Shen and Raman (1997) performed experimental study of screech tones of supersonic jets from beveled rectangular nozzles at Mach number 1.4. Shock cell structure and frequency pattern for a beveled nozzle were measured and predicted by a vortex sheet model. Cain (1993) solved Navier-Stokes equations in two and three dimensions, at Mach numbers of 1.35 and 1.60 and Reynolds number of 25e3 based on nozzle throat. He used central first, second, upwind first, second, third order schemes with characteristic boundary conditions. Shen and Tam (1998) as well as Manning and Lele (1998) investigated generation of axisymmetric jet screech tones. They solved Navier-Stokes equations with k-ε turbulence model in two dimensions. Mach number was selected as 1.00 and 1.25. Tam's radiation and outflow conditions were used. Discretization was done by seven-point DRP scheme with artificial damping. Gribben, Badcock, Richards (2000) have studied shock reflection hysterisis in an underexpanded jet. They solved twodimensional Navier-Stokes equations at Mach number of 3.0 and Reynolds number of 4e3 based on nozzle throat. They used cell centered finite volume method and Osher's scheme with interpolation-extrapolation boundary conditions. Loh et. al. (2001) have made computations to simulate experiments of Panda (1999) . They used unstructured three-dimensional space-time conservation element and solution element method to solve Euler equations. Non-reflecting boundary conditions were used. Their computational domain is exactly simulating Panda's experimental setup. They have computed the shock structure observed in Panda's experiment.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Governing equations are full Navier-Stokes equations cast in cylindrical coordinates. We need three momentum equations in axial, radial and azimuthal directions (x, y, z), as well as continuity and energy equations. This system reduces to the axisymmetric model, when the z direction derivatives and variables are assumed to be zero. Conservative forms of these equations are used in order to capture shocks appropriately. This formulation can be found in Balakumar (2002, 2003) .
We use the ambient density and pressure to be the scales for dependent variables. Velocity scale is ͱසස RT, where R is the gas constant and T is the temperature. We assume that the temperature and pressure are at room conditions. The walls and the ambient are initially at a constant temperature of 300-deg K. Wall temperature is assumed to be constant throughout the solution. All initial and boundary conditions in radial and axial terms are the same both in 3-D and axisymmetric cases and azimuthal terms are all zero where applicable. Therefore, the initial ambient conditions are:
(1) At the nozzle exit, elevated pressure p=p e is imposed to get an underexpanded jet. The flow variables at the exit are given by (2) (3) (4) Nozzle exit conditions are also the same for 3-D: p e , ρ e , u e , v e are given by (2)-(4). (5) is the only additional boundary condition.
For supersonic outflow, all characteristics point out of the domain; therefore, the variables are simply extrapolated. For subsonic outflow points, the following characteristic condition is used:
where c is the local speed of sound and is given by c = ͱසසස γRT.
The helical mode is assumed symmetric along the origin, so only half of the cylinder in the azimuthal direction is modeled. We set two ghost points for each side and set every variable of them equal to the points straight across, hence the periodic boundary conditions.
We use a simple large eddy simulation (LES) model called Smagorinsky's subgrid scale model for the axisymmetric cases: (7) where (8) and C s = 0.1. Then in computation, µ t is added to the viscosity µ. For three-dimensional computations, we had to turn off the turbulence model in order to save computational resources.
COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
After the publication of the original paper of Harten, et al. in 1987 , the authors and many other researchers have followed this pioneering work, improving the methodology and expanding the area of its applications. Weighted ENO (WENO) schemes were developed, using a convex combination of all candidate stencils instead of just one in the original ENO, Liu et al. (1994) . Combination of ENO with multi-resolution ideas was pursued in Bihari (1995) . Combination of ENO with spectral method using a domain decomposition approach was carried out in Cai (1993) . On the application side, ENO and WENO have been successfully used to simulate shock-turbulence interactions in Shu et al. (1992) , Adams (1996) ; to the direct simulation of compressible turbulence in Shu et al. (1992) , Walsteijn (1994) , Ladeinde (1995) ; to shock vortex interactions and other gas dynamics problems in Casper (1993 ), Erlebacher (1997 . Most of the problems solved by ENO and WENO schemes contain both strong shocks and rich smooth region structures. Lower order methods usually have difficulties for such problems so it is attractive and efficient to use high order stable methods such as ENO and WENO to handle them.
One-dimensional conservative ENO approximation to the derivative of a function v(x), whose point values ) vi ≡ v(x i ) are known, to the k th order, is given by (9) where v are the flux functions:
(10) Constants {c rj } are given in (Shu, 1997) . The stencil can be selected by varying the shift parameter r. ENO scheme is high order accurate and non-oscillatory for piecewise smooth functions, and does not need any artificial viscosity. However, discontinuities like shocks will reduce the accuracy of the stencil, so they should be avoided. There are several methods to select the stencil such that the discontinuity is avoided. These methods cover 2k-1 cells to choose one of the candidate stencils and obtain k th order accuracy. WENO uses a weighted average of all possible stencils and the accuracy increases to (2-k1) th order. Let the candidate stencils be (11) WENO will take a combination of all v For stability and consistency, all ω r must be positive and their sum must be equal to 1. Choice of weights ω r is crucial for success of WENO. The weight should approach zero for stencils that have a discontinuity. We use the following selection criteria in Shu's lecture notes:
Here, ε is a small number used to avoid division by zero, which we choose as 10 -6 . β r are called "smooth indicators" of a stencil. For k=3, corresponding to 5 th order WENO scheme, the smooth indicators are given by (15) Using these smooth indicators to calculate the weights, we get 5 th order WENO scheme. We use density to calculate smooth indicators at each point, and use it for all five variables.
Temporal discretization is done by a third order total variation diminishing (TVD) Runge-Kutta scheme suggested in Shu (1997) . TVD schemes are preferred because they prevent oscillation and overshooting at discontinuities. Beyond third order, TVD schemes involve adjoint operators and storage requirement increases rapidly. Temporal discretization used in the present study is as follows: (16) where L(u) is the residual of spatial discretization of flux vector u. ENO version of this discretization was used by Atkins (1991) on benchmark problems and found to be very accurate and effective for shock capturing.
For three-dimensional simulation, we select a domain of eight diameters long in the axial direction, four diameters long in the radial direction and a semi circle in the azimuthal direction as in Fig. 1 . Because of assumed symmetry, modeling half of the domain in the azimuthal direction is deemed sufficient. The flow inside the jet nozzle is a choked flow while outside the nozzle, jet Mach number is M j = 1.43, and the ambient flow is stationary. These conditions correspond to the experimental setup of Panda. We had to use a smaller domain than our axisymmetric study, because three-dimensional simulation requires more computational resources. There are 200 grid points in x direction and 150 grid points in y direction. The nozzle extends two diameters into the domain in order to show backward propagating screech waves. The inflow plane is three cells behind the nozzle exit so that instability waves can develop easily at the nozzle exit. The nozzle wall thickness is D/4, as in the experiment. The grid is rectangular, with more points close to nozzle exit in x-direction and nozzle wall in y-direction. Polynomials are used to transform from uniform grid to general coordinates, so the metrics are easily obtained analytically. It is observed that the grid size must be approximately same in each direction (square grid) at the corners of the nozzle wall. In the azimuthal direction, the semi-circle was divided into 16 equally spaced slices ( Figure  2 ). There were 2 boundary conditions that must be satisfied:
Since there are 4 coefficients, 2 more conditions can be assigned liberally to obtain a good distribution. As the minimum increment is desired to be at the nozzle lip (x=x n =4), the derivative of x at that point should be minimum. Therefore, the second derivative can be set to zero at the nozzle lip to ensure minimum grid size there. However, the ζ value at that point is also needed to do that assignment. Let that value be p, such that, (18) and (19) Here p is the ratio of number of points that are on the left of nozzle lip to number of total points; and it can be assigned freely, as long as the metrics are positive. The conditions (18) and (19) complete the number of total conditions to 4. For any given p, the solution is, 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We ran our WENO solver for 12,000 time steps for the 3-D case, 150,000 steps for axisymmetric case and 32,000 steps for another axisymmetric case of Mach number 1.80. The last case was for comparison with experimental results and to verify the shock capturing capability of our code. In all cases, we selected the time step such that the maximum CFL number is about 0.5 for convergence. The time averaged solution is recorded as well as the instantaneous result for certain time steps, since the mean flow and shock cell structure was much better visible in the time-averaged results.
Axisymmetric Case 1: Mach = 1.19
This case was modeled using 160,000 grid points, equal number of 400 points in each direction. Time averaged solution was recorded as well as the instantaneous result for certain time steps, since the mean flow and shock cell structure was much better visible in the time-averaged results. We also selected our control point for pressuretime history and spectral analysis as (x,y) = (2,6) behind the nozzle, which was also used in (Loh, 2001) , for comparison. Presented in Figure 3 is our numerical Schlieren plot, which is a contour plot of density gradient in x-direction, matching the experimental Schlieren of Panda (1999) presented in figure 4. These agree reasonably well with each other. It can be seen in Figure  3 that the shear layer starts from the nozzle exit and propagates out downstream as the instability wave interacts with shock cells and increases its amplitude. The first three shock cells are clearly visible in all plots. Fourth cell and beyond are affected by the instability vortices and begin to weaken, which is also the case in the experiment. Figure 5 shows a contour plot of instantaneous pressure. The contour values are adjusted such that the screech waves can be seen clearly. This plot is in agreement with Loh's computations (2001) . Looking at the distance between thick contour lines away from the nozzle, the wavelength of screech waves can be roughly estimated as 1.5 D, which is estimated by Loh to be 1.6 D. Figure 6 shows the sound pressure level vs. frequency at point (x=2, y=6). Pressure history was post processed by taking the FFT transform to obtain sound pressure levels (SPL). The highest amplitude occurs at 8.47 kHz, which corresponds to screech frequency.
An animation of density contours clearly shows the formation of instability vortices and their interaction with the shock waves. Two selected frames of this animation are shown in Figure 7a -7b. Most notably, the top part of the first compression wave moves back and forth, as each vortex passes by in the flow direction and the next one comes on top of it. Growth of vortices in the downstream direction and their leaving the computational domain on the right side is also visible. These figures do not include the whole domain which goes from the origin up to x = 12 and y = 8, however, whole domain is included in the video animation. Propagation of sound waves from the first three cells towards outside from the jet core is clearly observed. The generation of sound waves through interaction with the hydrodynamic waves is similar to Panda's experimental observations. It is also remarkable that the cells beyond the first one appear and disappear during the cycle, whereas they look firm and clear in the timeaveraged plots.
Figure 5.
Instantaneous pressure contours or screech waves for Mach 1.19 case
The shock cell structure and the computational screech frequency of 8.47 kHz. is in very good agreement with the experimental value of 8.40 kHz. These results were obtained without introducing any periodic forcing function. The inflow boundary conditions at the nozzle exit and the nozzle lip create instability vortices and the interaction of these with the shock cells generates screech waves seen at the far field. Therefore, we can conclude that WENO model is efficient and accurate for computation of shockinduced noise. Presented in Figure 8 are the instantaneous density contours for Mach number 1.43. Compared to Mach 1.19 case, the shock cells have become longer and the shear layer is slightly expanded. The shock cell structure is not as clear as in the lower speed case. The first shock is very clear, but the second and later ones are getting weaker. The numerical Schlieren shown in Fig. 9 gives a better view of the third shock cell. Comparison with the experimental Schlieren in Figure 10 validates the location of shocks. It should be noted that the scale in Fig. 9 starts at x=4, but it starts from zero in Fig. 10 . In both figures, the first expansion wave ends about 0.9 D from the nozzle, and the first cell ends at 1.25 D. The end of the second expansion is 2 D from the nozzle in both figures.
In Figure 11 , for a selected constant axial location, x= 4.6, density versus y (radial distance) is plotted for both experimental and numerical results. The experimental data is from Panda and Seasholtz (1999) . There is a good agreement for both values and locations of start of increase and decrease. Going back to Figure 10 , we see that this is where the expansion takes place at the center part of the jet and the upper part is in the compression zone. Our results for Mach 1.43 using axisymmetric model predict some reasonable features, but we need to see in the predictions by threedimensional modeling next. 
Three Dimensional Cases
Our results for Mach number 1.43 in axisymmetric configuration have been satisfactory for general flow quantities, like shock cell pattern and screech frequency prediction. However, experimental results for this case show threedimensional effects like helical modes. To understand the three-dimensional effects at higher Mach numbers, the simulation was extended to threedimensions. The three dimensional cases were modeled using 200 by 150 in the axisymmetric plane and 16 points in the azimuthal direction, i.e. a total of 480,000 points. First, a higher Mach number of 1.80, which is also a case in experiments by Panda (1999) , was solved to gain assurance that our code was capable of resolving shock patterns at these high Mach numbers. This case was also interesting, as it showed how the shock cell pattern varied and barrel shocks occurred. Then, the previous case of Mach 1.43 was analyzed again, this time in three-dimensions. At this Mach number, experimental, twoand three-dimensional results were compared. Due to computational resource restrictions, the domain had to be smaller in axial and radial directions, and the grid was revolved 180 degrees around the x-axis then divided into 16 equal slices. The governing equations were modified to include angular and source terms. Although the symmetry assumption with respect to xy-plane (Fig. 2) was expected to produce good results for the helical structure, so-called flapping modes might have been lost. Figures 12 and 13 are the time averaged and instantaneous values of density for the Mach 1.8 jet. In this high-speed flow, the shear layer is elevated and the transition from expansion to compression occurs in the form of a barrel shock. The shape of shock cell structures and the location of barrel shock in our computation agree well with experimental results, since the barrel is 1.5 D away from the nozzle in both. As in the axisymmetric case and experiments, shock strength decreases in the downstream direction, so the first shock after the nozzle is the strongest one. Figure 14 shows the sound pressure level spectrum at point (x = 10, y = 2). The highest amplitude occurs at 5.39 kHz, which corresponds to screech frequency. This result is in good agreement with experimental result of 5.40 kHz in Panda (1999) . These results were obtained without introducing any periodic forcing function. The inflow boundary conditions at the nozzle exit and the nozzle lip create instability vortices and the interaction of these with the shock cells generates screech waves.
Shown in
Three dimensional simulation results for Mach 1.43 case are presented in Fig. 15 . Extension of the problem to the third dimension produced similar results of shock cell and shear layer pattern. To see how this case compares to two-dimensional and experimental results, we used experimental data from Panda and Seasholtz (1999) , available on the internet (EPAPS). For two selected axial stations, density variation in radial distance were plotted and presented in Figures 16 and 17 . The results suggested that both 2-D and 3-D computations captured the general trend, except for a few points close to centerline at x = 4.9. Looking at these results, it was concluded that axisymmetric computations could be sufficient to model shock cell pattern. However, for a better comparison, one should use the same axisymmetric grid (400 by 400) for each of the 16 azimuthal planes. For the present computations, this would require prohibitive computational time. It is nonetheless seen that the 3-D WENO scheme is suitable and efficient for such difficult problem that involves moving shocks and vortices. 
CONCLUSIONS
The present study was conducted to improve our understanding of screech noise generation. Screech noise in underexpanded jets was modeled using axisymmetric and threedimensional numerical models. Fifth order WENO scheme and third order TVD time discretization were chosen for their suitability to this type of difficult problem where strong moving shocks and vortices are present. Full Navier-Stokes equations were solved in cylindrical coordinates. Smagorinsky's LES turbulence model was used in the axisymmetric computations. Non-reflecting boundary conditions were used at free boundaries. The solution did not need any artificial viscosity, tuning parameters, or any perturbations. The frequencies were obtained directly by the numerical simulations. Therefore, the computational methodology used is deemed as a good choice for this type of problem where moving sharp discontinuities occur. Shock capturing was automatic in all domains. Even the coarser grids tried herein produced the shock cell structure fairly well, but may have failed to compute the frequency correctly. One disadvantage is that since the algorithm was explicit, the time step had to be set small such that the CFL number was about 0.5. The grid points at the nozzle lip were very fine forcing the time step to be very small.
The main emphasis was on the axisymmetric case, where the Mach number was 1.19 and three-dimensional effects were not expected. The helical mode case with Mach number 1.43 was solved using axisymmetric model first, and then using three-dimensional model for comparisons. For 1.43 Mach case, the axisymmetric simulation produced comparable results to the 3-D simulations. Another case with Mach number 1.80 was solved for the verification of a different shock cell structure, the barrel shock that was observed in the experiments;. The structure of shock cells and their position were
